Young Satyans presented at the Innovator XR Conference 2021

Four students of Sat Paul Mittal School, Ludhiana got a chance to present at the Innovator XR
Conference 2021 on 15th October, 2021 which is a part of future skill project in collaboration
with Finland. The event was held virtually using ALT SPACE VR platform.
The Invention Week virtual fair is a low-threshold networking forum where Finnish inventors and
startups can present their ideas and inventions, test their business ideas and meet experts,
potential investors, customers and partners. Held for the 15th time this year, the invention fair
aims to help inventors and startups refine ideas and commercialize inventions.
Visitors can discover what kind of innovations there are emerging and who are using them. The
goal of phenomenon-based learning is to prepare learners to solve problems in real life. Instead of
passively learning abstract or disconnected concepts, phenomenon-based learning presents real
life problems and asks learners to actively discover the knowledge and skills required to solve
them. Innovations can be small or big. The most important thing is learn that everyone is allowed
to innovate and we can learn how to present our innovations.
Our student presenters Namya, Bhavya, Srijan and Aryaman showcased them about their
innovative ideas and inventions and were appreciated for their efforts. Namya Joshi of IX C
discussed how to use Minecraft with E sports to engage students and how to use SDG goals to
discover solutions using Minecraft games. Minecraft Global Mentor Pekka Ouli also appreciated
her efforts. Bhavya Bansal of class X D talked about his Dream Machine whereas Sirjan Chopra
Class XI D presented a Raves Mask. Aryaman Verma of Grade XI D presented on how to make
custom Drones in the virtual event.
This conference gave our students ideas an idea present the work in digital world. The Principal of
the school Mrs. Bhupinder Gogia also congratulated the students for going an extra mile and
presenting our school at Global Level.

